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I appreciate your invitation to participate in
this Conference, which provides all of us a further opportunity
to discuss common problems and exchange ideas so that we can

..

.,.."
..

more effectively accomplish our important, mutual goal or
protecting investors.

Over the years we have coordinated

our enforcement efforts and have established a relationship
"of trust and confidence.

•

We have also developed a cooperative

approach in other areas and have had notable successes such
as:

the joint development and adoption of Forms BD and

u-4

providing for uniform applications for regiatration, license
or membership as a broker dealer and securities industry
agents; and the widespread use of the FOCUS Report~ which
provides a uniform system for reporting financial
"and
~.~.
operational information by brokers and dealers.

Admittedly,

we have had, and may continue to have, a few differences of
opinion, such as in the area of tender offers; but these
debates should not obscure the fact that state and federal
cooperation and coordination has been and will continue to be
highly beneficial.
Our joint efforts to establish a computerized system
compiling information from various forms and reports will
enable participating states, the Commission, and self-regulatory
organizations to improve regulatory efficiency, while
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substantially reducing reporting requirements and the cost
of regulation through the coordination of surveillance
programs and joint examinations.

Also, the development of

uniform examinations for the qualification of industry
principals and registered personnel will help upgrade
qualification

standards, and the implementation of uniform

and simplified procedures for the transfer of regist~red
personnel from one broker dealer to another will reduce
unnecessary paperwork and delays.

We must, hONever, continue

to seek new ways to better protect investors yet minimize
",

regulatory burdens if we are to withstand the rising tide
of criticism against regulatory agencies, which is typified

.
by the statement that "private enterprise ;a.endangered by a
ponderous

and over-restrictive

government."

That v Lewpo Lnt;

is widely shared as is evident from last year's political
campaigns, numerous public opinion polls and many critical
articles with such titles as "Curb the Bureaucrats," "Beware
the Watchdogs"

and "Who's Regulating the Regulators."

Although the SEC has occasionally been mentioned
in the widespread

general criticism of regulatory agencies,

the Commission has been pleased with the results of two
comprehensive Congressional
recently.

studies which have been published

Last October, a House Report on Federal Regulation

and Regulatory Reform ranked the SEC's performance as first
among those federal agencies studied with respect to
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quantity and quality of agency activity; effectiveness of

agency enforcement programs; and quality of public participatiori':--i-;
In a Senate Report on the Regulatory Appointments Process,
which was released eleven days ago, the SEC "received me a sur-ab Ly
higher positive marks" than the other agencies included in
the study.

That report covered such categories as the

Commissioners' past experience, interest and commitment, fair
_.andimpartial decisionmaking, effectiveness, judgment,
technical knowledge, impartiality, integrity, and hard work.
These studies confirm, and perhaps add to, the SEC's
longstanding reputation for excellence.

While I believe this

reputation is deserved, in my opinion it is.the result of
numerous factors such as statutes patterned on disclosure and
self-regulation.

The Commission's reputation is also based,

in a very real sense, on the efficiency of the entire
securities regulatory system which, of course, includes the
activities of state securities administrators.

I also believe

that our emphasis over the past few years on deregulation of
commission rates and the removal of anti-competitive barriers
in our securities markets have struck a responsive chord.
In any event, we are very much aware that there is
much to be done, that our performance

can be improved, and

that none of us has any-basis on which to relax in our efforts
to protect investors and assure that our securities markets
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In the past~ we nave

sporadically received letters of comment from various state
administrators and your associations.

I can assure you

--

that those letters have been carefully considered and have
been of great assistance to us because as f'e Ll.ow regulators ~
you have a unique perspective and can offer

US

inE\ights based on your day-to-day experiences.

valuable
~'[hileI can

appreciate the demands which are made on your limited time
and resources~ I hope you will comment individually or
collectively on as many of our rulemaking proposals as
practicable.
The rirst set of proposals which I will discuss
"

are the proposed Truth-in-Bookkeeping

Rules.,.I
believe these
...

rules, if adopted or if enacted in legislative form, would
be helpful in restoring the investor confidence that has
been jeopardized because some companies have engaged in
illegal or questionable practices.

Thereafter, I \vill discuss

other proposals which may be of assistance both to you and to
the Commission in detering illegitimate business promotions
from defrauding the investing public~ particularly in schemes
designed to take advantage of the nation's energy shortages.
The Commission's Truth-in-Bookkeeping proposals,
which were published for comment in Exchange Act Release No.

13185 on January 19, 19h7, had their genesis in the Watergate
Investigation.

As a result of that investigation, the

... '
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~-

with some $12 million in political payments by a major oil
company.

Interestingly, the McCloy Report pointed out, as

the Commission had asserted and as we had been told by other

-

responsible individuals, that so-called "off-the-books II funds .•
regardless of their purpose, IIhaveno place in any publiclyown\=d company.1I The Report went on to state that:

tithe

opportunities for abuse in the operation of such funds are
manifest.

Moreover, the practice of keeping everything on

the books is in itself a built-in deterrent to improper
importunities from outsiders.ll
The mounting number of Commission cases revealed
a widespread pattern of clandestine corporate payments to
both domestic and foreign interests.

These payments

included bribes, campaign contributions, kick-backs, socalled grease payments, and sham bonuses and co~missions.
No issue in recent SEC history has been more controversial
or more topical.

Many revelations became front page news. ,

Abroad, several foreign governments were affected; at home,

...

such fundamental issues as corporcte morality, business
integrity and management accountability were heatedly debated.
There was a great deal of interest in the Commission's
reasoning for the actions it had taken and the disclosures
had required and a desire that disclosure guidelines with
respect to questionable activities be given to the business
community.

it
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In doing
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that:

•

Many of the defects and evasions of the
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'
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